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Principios para una estética de la sostenibilidad
Es necesario, en consecuencia, estar en situación de
evocar y esbozar nuevos escenarios y servicios, ya que,
si, como dice Ruffolo, «la calidad de los bienes descan-
sa en la relación entre el contenido de información ex-
presada y la energía invertida», los aspectos comuni-
cativos son fundamentales.
Solamente teniendo en cuenta la complejidad evo-
cada por el conjunto de los niveles arriba mencionados
se puede hablar de diseño sostenible.
Una nueva economía ecológica asume credibilidad
y valor tan sólo en la globalidad de un modelo articu-
lado y reactivo. Justamente en esta dirección se tiene
que mover la praxis proyectiva, demostrando saber
comunicar, tanto al interior como al exterior, con el
mundo empresarial y con el de los consumidores.
La capacidad de dialogar a escala internacional e
interdisciplinaria es una de las claves de supervivencia
del planeta, clave que la cultura del diseño debe saber
hacer propia. Sería alarmante que los diseñadores re-
nunciaran a tal oportunidad; de hecho, es a ellos a
quienes corresponde la tarea de fusionar con éxito los
valores de las tradiciones humanísticas con el uso de
los conocimientos tecnológicos para formular pro-
puestas innovadoras y concretas.
Ser capaz de comunicar con mayor claridad los
principios del diseño sostenible significa saber dibujar
y definir una estética del mismo, un conjunto de valo-
res formales y morales conectados entre sí de manera
significativa.
Formular una estética de la sostenibilidad es, por lo
tanto, la verdadera emergencia del diseño de hoy, ne-
cesaria para que la palabra «mañana» tenga aún un
sentido.
Principles for an esthetics
of sustainability
Euphoria and disphoria: towards an ecològic turn
Often, by the use of certain expressions or words, we
manifest the signs of the social and cultural changes we
are undergoing. Sometimes it is not a simple question
of tastes and fashion, but rather of changes in our
point of view on certain problems.
The word «sustainability», first introduced in the
environmental field by the Brutland Report of the ear-
ly seventies, seems to be more up to date and pertinent
than the term «ecology». This latter has been for years
the object of misunderstanding and mistification; it is
a word open to to a series of meanings, differentiated
by disciplines and semantics, but often confused and
interrelated between them.
We prefer the apparent technicism of the term «sus-
tainability», rather than the mediatic overheating that
has sometimes warped the meaning of the word «ecol-
ogy».
This is not a question of personal taste, but rather
an omen of the fact that we are heading towards a new
situation of environmental practice, less immature and
infantile, than that preceding in the eighties; that is to
say, more conscious and mature.
Actually, the approach to the ecològic problem was
carried out in the first years of the environmental de-
bate from two distinct stances, with two almost oppos-
ing cultural approaches. On the one hand there were
those who read, more or less conscientiously, the word
«ecology» euphorically, in a strongly sentimental and
subjective manner, identifying directly and projectively
with the diverse problems. On the other hand, on the
contrary, there were those who distinguished them-
selves by a disphoric behaviour, nihilists and pessi-
mists, apt to prophesy tragic destinies for humanity.
The very real quarrel which arose between euphor-
ic and disphoric ecologists, even though it had the
over-all virtue of sensitizing and creating debate over
the urgency of environmental problems, often, howev-
er, has prevented facing problems in an efficient man-
ner at the place and time they arise.
The former fell in love with whales and protested
against the disembowelment of woods for highways,
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the latter decreed the polar ice-cap melt and the deser-
tification of wooded areas.
Finally, it was all about two dialectical and com-
plementary views, the first of which preferred to focus
its attention on short periods of time, on immediate
and visible themes, while the second preferred to do so
on more global and subtle problems, invisible and
alarming. Opposing poles destined to fuse: short-term
tactics and long-term strategy. Currently we must take
into account the positive aspects present in both atti-
tudes which are equally necessary for the elaboration
of a strategy of a conscious environmental safeguard-
ing with real possibilities of success.
The hope we transmit at the beginning of this sec-
ond ecològic era, to be understood as an act of daily
commitment, consists of an acquirement of the capac-
ity to overcome «green fashion» and the more acciden-
tal aspects of problems to come to a really systematic
and interdependent vision of adequate solutions for
the survival of the planet, our only home.
Project and redesign of the world:
dismantling and globality
It seems clear that ecodesign, environmentally-con-
scious design, earth-friendly design, or however we
choose to call it (we will use the expression «sustaina-
ble design»), is a serious chance for redesigning the
landscape of artifacts in the world. It would be desira-
ble that producers and designers, but also consumers,
have a clear conception of the opportunities offered by
sustainible design for the regeneration of merchandise
and planetary consumption.
Ecology is a chance for an artificial redesigning of
the world, which the culture of design has pursued
with stubborn determination since the beginning of
our century.
Tha avant-garde movements of the beginning of
the 20th century synthesized two major principles
which have characterized the whole of the tormented
and fertile creative history which followed. Two major
desires, foundation of their poetics, which can be found
in Cubism, Neoplasticism, and laterally throughout
Europe, from the German tradition to the Dutch
School and the first English Movement: dismantling
and globality.
By dismantling we mean the analytic capacity to
deconstruct pre-existing esthetic views so as to pro-
duce new languages and synthetic solutions. The ca-
pacity of renouncing academic data and preconstruct-
ed truths in favour of the search for language «in
progress» and of answers in which even the instru-
ments of research and projection are called into discus-
sion. An ingrained talent for the operation of disman-
tling, of semantic decomposition, to reformulate
answers with new values of meaning, even when they
(sometimes) manifest evidence of doubt or uncertainty.
By globality we understand, on the contrary, the
absolute will to apply the esthetic vision to all possible
projective fields, of extending operative methodology
to diverse disciplinary areas, carrying out the utòpic
Total Work of Art, the Gesamkunstwerk. This pro-
vokes an unslakable thirst for projection, attention to-
wards the whole group of merchandise and materials,
and allows facing up to diverse production techniques
and logics.
Dismantling and globality have been principles
characteristic of the design task of this century, partly
utòpic elements which, from linguistic and esthetic fac-
tors, have progressed to methodologic attitudes.
Currently, they can also become productive and not
only cultural rules —and this is a fundamental step for-
ward— approximations to resolving the needs of the
present without compromising the possibility of future
generations for resolving their own needs.
This is clearly an analogy, even a bit forced, con-
scious as we are of the deep historic and cultural diver-
sity which distinguishes the turn of the century from
our time. However, a certain fascination holds sway in
the idea that the message of the historic avant-garde
(poetic by necessity in those days) is today operatively
carried out in a new projective behaviour, dictated by
the environmental imperative. It is not so much the
idea of continuity that fascinates us, quite improbable
by the way, as the hope that a moment of projective
and methodologic value can be regenerated, rich and
deep enough to be able to present profound and legi-
ble values.
The esthetic of sustainability has an undeniable
need of this.
Dismantling and globality are, therefore, key words
in the praxis of sustainable design, a synonym of sim-
plifying and recycling, of systematic holistic capacity:
knowing how to deconstruct so as to reconstruct,
keeping the whole in mind.
Sustainable design teaches that no simple answers
exist for complex questions, that we need to make of
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the consciousness of limits a resource and not a bind.
In such a context, the capacity of formulating clear and
visible visions and metaphors, with deep meaning, is a
task to which designers are more and more often
called: only with the capacity for evoking convincing
scenarios of production and consumption can they ac-
tually begin to embark on what someone has defined
as the Second Ecològic Era.
Ecology does not, therefore, annul our history;
rather, it quotes it desperately, as it needs an injection
of fidelity and renewal: we are at the end not only of a
century, but also of a millennium, and we want noth-
ing more than to be happy transmitters of dignified
living conditions for the following millennia of histo-
ry. Not a Cassandra, but rather a Theodophorous.
Sustainable design: levels of definition
The environmental theme requires a redefinition of
patterns of relationship and a dialogue between design
culture and business reality. The opportunity is provid-
ed by the converging practical needs of industry, whose
role tends to become more culturally complex, and the
social tension embodied by the designer, who more and
more often intervenes in the definition of productive
processes.
The dialogue between industry and design brings
up the direct question, nowadays, of the sense of pro-
duction, not only of «how to produce», but also «why
produce». Ecològic urgency wedges itself between the
two unchanging role-players in the material policies of
our planet, demanding from designers and producers
new levels of consciousness and responsibility. In this
sense, the age of let us say «romantic» relationships
between designer and industrialist has come to an end,
where a love-hate relationship existed between them, a
mutual need link, where a strong duality was forged.
Ecology creates a kind of triangulation, a kind of
menage à trois, in which courted and courier no long-
er have defined roles, and in which there is an increase
in the fluidity and compact condition of the system, a
dialogic necessity. Nowadays, the priority is the help-
fulness of the proposed solution and its environmental
sustainability: the designer is the last person responsi-
ble for criteria of quality and must bring together the
poles of sustainable development and the cultural
sense of merchandise.
The problem of sense necessarily translates into a
methodological problem, into the capacity for elabo-
rating new instruments of dialogue and interaction be-
tween design and production.
The manner of designing changes, as a necessary
consequence of the desire to change models of con-
sumption.
New levels of operativity and disciplinary praxis
are presented to the designer which are fundamental
to the understanding and conscious direction of the
evolution of the universe of merchandise by the envi-
ronmental thrust.
The disciplines, to which different levels of defini-
tion of sustainable design correspond, may be outlined
as follows:
a) Legislative standards
Some kind of legal prescription is needed to guar-
antee environmental sustainability. The rules for these
standards influence and determine all processes of eco-
lògic leaning for production and consumption. Al-
though the level of standards may seem something tra-
ditionally far from design activity, the direct
participation of designers in the definition of these pa-
rameters is of great importance and interest.
b) Production and market policies
Environmental urgency imposes a revision of pro-
duction models and market policies on all producers.
The coherence between brand identity and respon-
sibility to the client (making consumers loyal) are qual-
ities that an up-to-date producer must be able to guar-
antee by becoming images capable of representing and
formulating values of social and cultural scope. The
market is no longer just an economic and quantitative
field, but rather, more and more often, a space for cul-
tural and communicative confrontation. The designer,
therefore, is often required to be capable of criticism
and interpretation, as an outside observer of the com-
pany, but also, and at the same time, capable of under-
standing the internal logic of deep strategic methods.
The role of active consumer, alert to the macro-evolu-
tion of fashions of consumption and of management
policies, is undoubtedly destined to become more and
more fundamental.
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c) Product and material design
Even the projectual activity of specific artifacts, be
it the redesigning of a product or an innovative con-
cept, is invaded by the ecològic theme as to materials,
assembly procedures, packaging, and maintenance.
From product design there is a tendency to evolve
toward system design, where the designer must learn
to find a balance between the new productive process-
es and the expressive and esthetic factors, directing
production in the direction the new processes lead.
In this sense, sustainable design is without doubt
the opportunity for a profound methodological renew-
al which can guarantee the solving of production prob-
lems at the same time as the creation of new scenarios
of reference.
knowledge for the formulation of innovative and spe-
cific proposals.
The capacity for communicating the principles of
sustainable design clearly means knowing how to draw
and define its esthetics, an ensemble of formal and
moral values meaningfully interconnected among
themselves.
The formulation of an esthetics of sustainability is,
therefore, the true emergency of current design, and is
necessary so that the word «tomorrow» may still have
meaning.
d) Communication strategies
Knowing how to communicate the ecològic choices
made is as important for a company as the operational
value of these choices. The designer is the privileged
interpreter of company choices before the evidence of
growing collective sensibility: his role of active link is
an integral part of an obligation which must be faced
professionally.
Consequently, there is a need to evoke and sketch
out new services and scenarios, for, if as Ruffo says,
«the quality of goods rests on the relationship between
the content of information expressed and the energy
expended», communication aspects are fundamental.
Only by taking into account the complexity evoked
by the ensemble of levels mentioned above can we
speak of sustainable design.
A new ecològic economy assumes credibility and
value only within the systemic globality of an articu-
late and reactive model. It is precisely in this direction
that projective praxis must move, demonstrating an
ability to communicate with the interior as well as
with the exterior, with the management world as well
as with the consumer world.
The capacity for dialogue on an international and
interdisciplinary scale is one of the keys for the surviv-
al of the planet, a key which the culture of design must
learn to make its own. It would be alarming if des-
igners renounced such a possibility; actually, it is to
them that the task of successfully blending the values
of humanistic tradition and the use of technologic
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